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Meðunarodni sajam i kongres kozmetike

nege kose, wellnessa, estetike i anti aging-a

Beogradski sajam, hala 4, 12. 13. mart 2011. - Beograd, Srbija

Invitation for par ticipation

AESTHETICS AND ANTI AGING FAIR
12th and 13th march 2011, Belgrade fair, Hall 4

Bologna, Moscow, Paris, Belgrade!
Four points of the world that combine beauty, expertise, perfection and glamur. For the first time in Belgrade at the 17th international
convention and Cosmetics Fair "Touch of Paris" and Aesthetics and Anti Aging Fair realized by Eco Design Studio and Medica Aesthetica
Center.
We have an exceptional honor and pleasure to invite you to the FIRST professional international fair of its kind in Eastern Europe. The
fair will bring together the most eminent names in the field of aesthetic medicine and AntiAging. This is an excellent opportunity for
exhibitors to present their products, technologies, methods and demonstrate the latest achievements in this field. There are many
possibilities, from individual presentations and creative workshops to using all of the Fair resources.
Our creative team of professionals will be at your service all the time.
Our rich database and all communication channels will help gather doctors, pharmacists, cosmetic surgeons, dermatologists, owners and
managers of pharmaceutical companies, distributors of medicines and cosmetic products, owners and managers of wellness and spa centers
and hotels. We have prepared this exclusive event, listening to market requirements and specific target group, fair visitors, demands.
That is why it is important for you to be there.
Distinguished professors, leaders in aesthetic medicine and AntiAgeng will be the best support for your performance. As exhibitors, for a paid
fee you are entitled to organize any creative workshop or special lecture lasting for one hour, without any additional rental charges.

12th March 2011.

13th March 2011.

11.00 - 12.00h - Aesthetic dermatology, Institute of Dermatovenerology, Clinical Center of Serbia, Belgrade Medicine
University, Serbia.

11.00 - 12.00 h - Body contouring, fat treatments

12.00 - 12.30h - Coffee break
12.30 - 13.30h - Anti aging, preventive medicine, preventive
cardiology, University Clinical Hospital Center, Dept. of Cardiology, Faculty of Medicine, Belgrade, Serbia
14.00 - 15.00h - Aesthetic Symposium, Evolution of Technique,
New indications, facial injections, needle or canula?
15.30 - 16.30h - Maximizing patient outcomes using chemical
peels

12.30 - 13.30h - Optimizing the aesthetic results with botox,
impruve and increase your scientific knowledge of injection of
Botulinum Toxin
14.00 - 15.00h - Skin Rejuvenation
15.30 - 16.30h - Aesthetic medicine, private practise in country,
Serbian Medical Chamber
17.00 - 18.00h - Aesthetic workshop
18.30h - Networking cocktail

17.00 - 18.00h - Genetics: The efect of gens in aesthetic medicine Institute of Human Genetics, Medical Faculty, University
of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia

Find out more at www.antiagingfair.com
For all of the additional information please contact us via e.mail: info@medicaaesthetica.com or via telephone: 011 24 58 352, 064 29 60 765,
064 517 62 64. from 10:00 am to 06:00 pm.
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